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The Oak Island Money Pit 
This project was a client based project run by Courtney Brown of the Farsight Institute. The 
second RV session on paper in this files was recorded LIVE on multiple cameras with a 
camera team from a film studio. This was my first ever RV experiment on camera. 

 

 

 
Daz Smith - December 2015 
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Feedback: 
The target is the well that is now known as the Oak Island money pit on Oak Island, Nova 
Scotia, Canada. The target time is when the well was first being dug by people from a 
Western culture. The viewer should describe the people involved in the digging, their 
clothing, and the extent of their digging activities. The viewer should also perceive and 
describe why they are digging at that location. 
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Images of the money Pit. 
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more info: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oak_Island 

http://www.bostonstandard.co.uk/news/local/startling-new-report-on-oak-island-could-
rewrite-history-of-the-americas-1-7118097 

http://www.bostonstandard.co.uk/news/local/mysterious-artifacts-unearthed-in-treasure-hunt-
on-oak-island-1-6677983 
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Target 2505 

Remote Viewer: Daz Smith 

Method: CRV 

Protocol: Blind 

Date: 27 May 2013 

 

The target comprises of: 

structured/land 

life 

 

The land is: 

natural but also part manipulated/created by man - as if a structure made from natural 

materials. 

hard, and remotely located - feels quiet. 

Drops downwards, hard edged, but shaped, solid and angular. 

It feels recessed - cut/shaped or manipulated. 

this recess feels down/under or into the land. 

its cooler and darker here. 

The land is also: 

layered, downwards - flows downwards. 

a lower part to it, 

darker, cooler, this feels sectioned - a separate space. 

This feels a little claustrophobic - with a great weight above. 

oppressive. 

A part of the land: 

Tall with a downwards feel to it, a fast motion, 

moist and dark below. 

A feel of wet surfaces here, walls that are damp and cooler than those above. 

. 
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Structured parts: 

feel like natural material, hard, rough - manipulated but also natural by design/shape. 

There feels like a dropping space - like a channel,  

this feel linear, 

 this feels like it drops downwards. 

I feel a dark/cool space below - this feel created/recessed. 

It  feels damp, moist surfaces, and has flooded or had rising water at some point. 

This all feels below the land? 

I also feel/see: 

a long linear shaft, this feel like it drops downwards. 

this feels man made and has clean edges to it design. 

a dropping structure. Inside/.under - a dropping movement to this component. 

This feels artistic and designed - for a purpose. Manmade. 

 

Life. 

feel like men. 

working together. - manual work - working with their hands. A sense of working 

from above - downwards.  

a sense of movement and lowered. 

A shared spiritual/religious feel to the men. 

reverent 

 

These seems to be carrying something. 

lowering it - placing it in a space. 

A hole/channel/part carved/part natural location. 

it feels a little like hiding, storing and also protecting something. 

its moved with cared - as if fragile - respected. 

This all feels past/ancient, ways lost to time. 

travellers? 
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Other data: 

A feel of natural land but manipulated, changed by man also. 

The location feels hot and dry. 

There feels like more than one level to the target- it has an above and below - layers 

to it. 

A sense of movement down - being lowered into a space. 
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Target 4984 

Remote Viewer: Daz Smith 

Method: CRV 

Protocol: Blind 

Date: 04 June 2013 

 

The target comprises of: 

Land 

Life 

Object 

 

The Land is: 

hard, rugged, dry, dusty. 

it has an edge - drops downwards. 

 

The life is: 

From the past 

Male, 

more than one of them. 

6-12 in a small group. 

They are busy, very focussed attention - trask orientated. 

driven, determined - with a focussed intent. 

an aim-objective to meet. 

This feels manual - laborious/work. 

pushing/pulling - working with the hands repetitively. 

The life is also: 

working as a team, a small clockwork unit - working together to achieve a goal. 

There is a motion involved in the life -  this is a downwards-lower/being lowered movement. 

dropped. 

Dark skinned or tanned, smaller and ne in body shape, height - skiny or athletic - not obese. 

Workers or used to manual work. 
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A sense of kinship -of a close team. 

 a military feel/brotherhood-closeness, from working together. 

I feel great respect and honour form being involved with the target - as feeling emanating 

from the life involved. 

The clothes: 

simple, one or two pieces in one or to layers. 

some of the men feel like they have a belt with something hanging on this. 

Tool-like. I had imagery of Axes and edge weapons. 

 

Inside the lifes mind: 

very focussed on the task - it's very important. 

hidden object - hide it out of view - placing an item of great value to them. 

 a hidden manmade object - item of value - shiny - gold - but also more than this? 

Inside the mind of the 'lead' life: 

very busy, controlling character, 

male, 

dark hair, long facial hair (dark), rough looking, 

abrupt, angry demeanour. 

the leader. 

He feels military - but not exactly military - hard working, seasoned mean, where teamwork 

is paramount. 

Hiding something - of value, knowledge and great respect for the item. 

Their faith binds them. 

Their motivation? 

A secret, hiding - storing, 

hiding form someone - i feel they are being watched/followed. 

a great respect towards the item 

the item is worked into position, placed downwards, stored away. 

deep under and in the land at the same time. 
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The Object: 

An object (man made) feels like it is being dropped down into and under the land. 

here - It feels darker, colder, moist here. moist walls. 

The object is: 

man made, 

from more than one material. 

feels solid, structured, boxy, and artistic/ornamental/carved design on it. 

I feel as though the object or something was carried in a great precession - revered and 

respected - honoured. It was cared for, held great values and respect for the men. 

I also felt some kind of container may have been involved - box-like. this held value, possibly 

metal and maybe even gold. 

it is revered/very respected by the men and held in great value - it is stored/hidden away. 

 

Other data: 

Stored, hidden, safe - under and in the land feel important for this target. As if protected by 

hiding it. 
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